1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Over the years, numerous reports published in the scientific literature have focused on various aspects of contaminant sorption modeling, from the development of new mathematical formulas to modifications of the more common linear and nonlinear sorption models (e.g., Freundlich, Langmuir). Sorption represents the simplest and most experimentally accessible of contaminant interactions with soils, providing a quantitative parameter to describe the transfer of a solute in bulk solution across the soil-water interface to be "solubilized" in the solid-phase. For this reason, sorption parameters have been expanded to incorporate kinetic information \[[@bib1]\], describe partitioning across different soil chemical domains \[[@bib2]\], and discriminate the particularities regarding the contaminant of interest.

With few exceptions \[[@bib3]\], conventional contaminant sorption models are strictly empirical in nature given that the thermodynamic state of the soil surface currently remains impossible to define. The simplest of the models, linear partitioning, is:$$C_{S} = K_{D}C_{W}$$where, C~W~ = contaminant concentration in solution at equilibrium, C~S~ = sorbed concentration of contaminant on the soil surface, and K~D~ = the distribution coefficient of sorption referring to the affinity of the solid phase for the solute. Modeling sorption data with the linear sorption function may be conducted in two modes, either allowing the slope (representing the contaminant distribution coefficient or K~D~) and y-intercept (which has unresolved physical and chemical meaning) to "float" independently (i.e, unconstrained) or, forcing the y-intercept through zero. Which of these approaches is preferred or entirely justifiable, to our knowledge, is not satisfactorily answered in the scientific literature. For example, abundant discussion exists among the sample of published studies surveyed for this paper \[[@bib4], [@bib5], [@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10], [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13]\] regarding the appropriateness of the linear model and its mechanistic implications on contaminant sorption. However, most authors avoided any discussion regarding their treatment of the y-intercept although it is obvious from the sorption plots that this parameter was overwhelmingly forced through zero. Notable exceptions include Ruffino and Zanetti \[[@bib14]\] and Dontsova et al. \[[@bib15]\], where the y-intercept was allowed to float during the linear modeling of the sorption isotherms. The author has largely preferred forcing the y-intercept through zero to give K~D~ estimates that are more readily comparable among different soils or treatments \[[@bib16], [@bib17]\]. Overall, it may be concluded that setting the y-intercept equal to zero represents a theoretically reasonable assumption that the soil was not been previously exposed to the contaminant. Thus, forcing the sorption model through zero strictly conforms to [Eq. (1)](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}, where no y-intercept is depicted. However, this is a far from satisfying response, especially when it is apparent from the sorption data that the plot unexplainably deviates substantially from zero sorption. Aside from its practical value, this short article explains the mathematical justification for controlling the y-intercept, and its necessity for making meaningful comparisons among contaminant K~D~ values.

In this paper, we propose that K~D~ values can only be compared among the different soils if the system of linear functions (by which K~D~ was extracted) describing sorption are consistent, which is defined has having at least one solution. For example, consider three linear functions with three unknowns \[[@bib18]\]:$$\begin{array}{l}
{x + 3y + 2z = - 3} \\
{2x + 2y + 2z = - 2} \\
{3x + 5y + 6z = - 5} \\
\end{array}$$

By simple elimination, a single solution exists for this system represented by a linear combination of three values (1,1,0). Graphically, this represents a single point in where the lines passing through three separate dimensions all intersect at (1,1,0). This is important as a consistent system of linear equations is considered independent, meaning that each function in the system is not proportional to any other of the functions, or in the same plane (such as for parallel functions). In practical terms, an independent equation provides unique information to the system that is not duplicated by any of the other equations. If a system of equations is consistent, then all equations in the system are independent. This means that all equations within the system are equally valuable for describing the system and directly comparable.

To our knowledge, a linear algebra-based justification for controlling the y-intercept has never been presented in linear sorption isotherm modeling.

2. Materials and methods {#sec2}
========================

Here, this note draws on a recently published study \[[@bib19]\] investigating the sorption of the insensitive munition compound, 2,4-dinitroanisole (DNAN), on different taxonomic soil "types". All sorption isotherms were modeled with the linear sorption model ([Eq. 1](#fd1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) using the R programming language \[[@bib20]\] via the RStudio interface \[[@bib21]\]. Modeling this data without any constraints on the fitting generated a system of linear equations, in the form of y = Ax + C, where A = the slope (representing the K~D~) and C = the y-intercept or offset. System consistency was tested using using the *'matlib'* package \[[@bib22]\] for R.

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

As evident in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A, the DNAN sorption isotherms appeared strongly linear among the different soils, exhibiting small deviations in the y-intercept away from zero. Both the slope and y-intercept parameters ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) were statistically significant (p \< 0.05) for all soils. With the sorption curves parameterized, it was of interest to compare the K~D~ values in order to gain a relative sense of how the different soils ranked in terms of their preference for the contaminant.Figure 1DNAN sorption isotherms and tests for consistency based on constraints on the y-intercept (A) DNAN sorption data where modeling of the linear sorption parameters were unrestrained, and (B) corresponding consistency test results (C) Graphical analysis of the consistency of the linear functions after forcing the y-intercept through zero. In B and C, the linear sorption functions were extrapolated past the origin for comparing the curves graphically. Black circles represent all intersection points for the linear sorption functions.Figure 1Table 1Fit results and statistics for DNAN sorption modeling on different soil samples. Here, y-intercept was unconstrained in the linear regression modeling.Table 1Individual parametersOverall modelSample nametermestimateSEt-statp~0.05~R^2^F-statp~0.05~Dismal1y-int21.7064.7104.6084.902E-040.85878.5097.183E-07Dismal1slope (K~D~)6.1160.6908.8617.183E-07Dismal5y-int6.0081.5403.9001.825E-030.9891126.6655.133E-14Dismal5slope (K~D~)6.1200.18233.5665.133E-14FtPolk2y-int4.5780.8025.7107.173E-050.959303.1322.168E-10FtPolk2slope (K~D~)1.0790.06217.4112.168E-10Holmes3y-int3.3430.7894.2379.703E-040.86079.9526.482E-07Holmes3slope (K~D~)0.5210.0588.9426.482E-07Huntsville1y-int6.2852.2682.7711.588E-020.88397.7912.048E-07Huntsville1slope (K~D~)1.8130.1839.8892.048E-07Laurel3y-int14.3911.5829.0975.332E-070.9942147.7398.007E-16Laurel3slope (K~D~)15.2560.32946.3448.007E-16Laurel4y-int12.3721.2539.8782.075E-070.9881068.4277.220E-14Laurel4slope (K~D~)4.6770.14332.6877.220E-14Morrow1y-int14.3731.9087.5314.302E-060.981683.1791.268E-12Morrow1slope (K~D~)6.4640.24726.1381.268E-12Morrow3y-int9.3671.0708.7568.215E-070.984776.2275.605E-13Morrow3slope (K~D~)2.7980.10027.8615.605E-13Morrow5y-int4.8140.9195.2361.606E-040.983758.6676.489E-13Morrow5slope (K~D~)2.1110.07727.5446.489E-13Ohiopyle3y-int16.2841.43611.3424.098E-080.9921701.2713.607E-15Ohiopyle3slope (K~D~)8.3480.20241.2463.607E-15Stewart1y-int8.1400.41719.5075.202E-110.9974896.3073.856E-18Stewart1slope (K~D~)2.5720.03769.9743.856E-18Susequehenna1y-int10.0691.0669.4433.485E-070.985836.7663.465E-13Susequehenna1slope (K~D~)2.7950.09728.9273.465E-13Susequehenna3y-int13.0533.9793.2805.969E-030.0781.0953.144E-01Susequehenna3slope (K~D~)0.3460.3301.0463.144E-01Toledo1y-int7.8022.0273.8502.008E-030.945224.7531.390E-09Toledo1slope (K~D~)2.7050.18014.9921.390E-09Toledo2y-int7.4452.1523.4594.232E-030.88196.2432.246E-07Toledo2slope (K~D~)1.7110.1749.8102.246E-07Twin2y-int5.6250.5789.7252.484E-070.9952733.7871.682E-16Twin2slope (K~D~)2.6630.05152.2861.682E-16Woodlake1y-int10.1442.7483.6912.718E-030.87187.9473.770E-07Woodlake1slope (K~D~)2.3600.2529.3783.770E-07Woodlake2y-int4.7441.8552.5572.386E-020.922153.0601.448E-08Woodlake2slope (K~D~)1.9860.16112.3721.448E-08Woodlake6y-int2.3281.0412.2374.340E-020.917144.4872.048E-08Woodlake6slope (K~D~)0.9390.07812.0202.048E-08

Converting the functions into the standard form (Ax + By = C), the information was stored in a 20 × 3 matrix and tested for consistency. To be considered as consistent, there must be a unique solution for the entire system. This is represented graphically by a single point where all of the lines intersect in two-dimensional space (given the two unknowns in the equations). Analysis \[[@bib20]\] showed that the linear sorption isotherms intersected at multiple points (indicated by the circles in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), suggesting that this system of equations was inconsistent. Given that each sorption curve exhibited its own unique slope and y-intercept, it is reasonable to assume that the sorption curves were consistent at least on a pairwise basis. However, there was no mathematical basis for comparing K~D~ values across the entire system without first imposing constraints on the fitted linear sorption model.

The problem of inconsistent linear functions can be circumvented by forcing the y-intercept to zero during the linear regression analysis. As a result, this gave a new 20 × 3 matrix where the last column (C) was populated by zeroes, representing what is known as a homogeneous system of linear equations. Under this scenario, all of the curves intersected ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C) at a single point at (0,0), making the origin the unique solution for the entire system. Thus, statistically comparing the K~D~ values across the entire system became mathematically viable with this step. As a consequence of constraining the y-intercept = 0, the K~D~ values were on average 24% higher (representing an average 16% increase in the estimates' standard error), showing the "pull" of the y-intercept parameter on the overall linear regression ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). However, all models remained highly significant, with the computed p-values for the F-statistic ranging from 10^−9^ -- 10^−17^.Table 2Fit statistics for the DNAN sorption modeling when the y-intercept when the y-intercept = 0.Table 2Individual parametersOverall modelSample nametermestimateSEt-statp~0.05~R^2^F-statp~0.05~Dismal1slope (K~D~)8.7070.62613.9031.384E-090.932466193.3021.38E-09Dismal5slope (K~D~)6.7160.14147.6656.788E-170.9938762271.9456.79E-17FtPolk2slope (K~D~)1.3770.06022.8421.763E-120.973869521.76961.76E-12Holmes3slope (K~D~)0.7300.04615.9242.301E-100.947681253.58912.30E-10Huntsville1slope (K~D~)2.2390.12218.3823.363E-110.960217337.91253.36E-11Laurel3slope (K~D~)17.6890.50235.2364.510E-150.988851241.5934.51E-15Laurel4slope (K~D~)5.8350.23125.2834.392E-130.978568639.24234.39E-13Morrow1slope (K~D~)7.9840.31925.0484.993E-130.978173627.39334.99E-13Morrow3slope (K~D~)3.5280.14224.9165.366E-130.977947620.82285.37E-13Morrow5slope (K~D~)2.4480.07034.8715.210E-150.9886181215.9955.21E-15Ohiopyle3slope (K~D~)10.2170.37427.3191.516E-130.981586746.30411.52E-13Stewart1slope (K~D~)3.1710.10729.5705.091E-140.984241874.39375.09E-14Susequehenna1slope (K~D~)3.5520.14624.3057.544E-130.976849590.72057.54E-13Susequehenna3slope (K~D~)1.2550.2345.3669.952E-050.67285828.794839.95E-05Toledo1slope (K~D~)3.2850.14023.4001.268E-120.97507547.57291.27E-12Toledo2slope (K~D~)2.2140.12817.2757.755E-110.955188298.41877.75E-11Twin2slope (K~D~)3.0790.07740.2057.237E-160.9914131616.427.24E-16Woodlake1slope (K~D~)3.1290.19516.0742.032E-100.948601258.37652.03E-10Woodlake2slope (K~D~)2.3330.10123.0361.570E-120.974297530.68011.57E-12Woodlake6slope (K~D~)1.0870.04723.1101.503E-120.974457534.08451.50E-12

Not only does this simple approach allow for comparing K~D~ values across the system discussed here, but also allows for expanding the size of the system to include legacy data or, conversely, new sorption information. On the odd chance that the system of linear functions are consistent, then forcing the y-intercept through zero would not be necessary. Alternatively, the y-intercept could be forced through a positive, non-zero value, but the value chosen for the offset would need to be determined as well as applicable across the entire system.
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